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AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers

POPULATION: Approx. 325,000 
inhabitants

CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with 
an average of 300 sunny days per year. 
The temperature averages 28oC (82oF) 
and the rainy season extends from late 
June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo 
hosts a great variety of animal species 
such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de 
Banderas encloses two Marine 
National Parks - Los Arcos and the 
Marieta Islands - where diving is 

allowed under certain circumstances 
but fishing of any kind is prohibited. 
Every year, the Bay receives the visit 
of the humpback whales, dolphins and 
manta rays in the winter. During the 
summer, sea turtles, a protected species, 
arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is 
based mainly on tourism, construction 
and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, 
papaya, watermelon, pineapple, 
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is 
the legal currency in Mexico although 
Canadian and American dollars are 
widely accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses 
with different routes. Current fare is 
$6.50 Pesos per ticket and passengers 
must purchase a new ticket every time 
they board another bus. There are no 
“transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within 
defined zones of the town. Do not enter 
a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a 
hotel, you may want to check the rates 
usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, 
do not let the driver change your mind. 
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to 
taxi drivers and you may end up paying 
more than you should, in a second-rate 
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi 

cabs: those at the airport and the maritime 
port are usually vans that can only be 
boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
per passenger. City cabs are yellow cars 
that charge by the ride, not by passenger. 
When you ask to go downtown, many 
drivers let you off at the beginning of the 
area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your 
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
why walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main 
plaza, the Church or the flea market?  
Pick up a free map, and insist on your full 
value from the driver! Note the number 
of your taxi in case of any problem, or 
if you forget something in the cab. Then 
your hotel or travel rep can help you 
check it out or lodge a complaint.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of 
Jalisco is on Central Time, as is the 
southern part of the State of Nayarit 
- from San Blas in the north through 
to the Ameca River, i.e.: San Blas, 
San Pancho, Sayulita, Punta Mita, La 
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Bucerías, Nuevo 
Vallarta, etc.)

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always 
check on the cost of long distance 
calls from your hotel room. Some 
establishments charge as much as U.S. 
$7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular 
phones from the U.S. and Canada may 
be programmed for local use, through 
Telcel and IUSAcell, the local carriers. 
To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the 
person you’re calling. Omit the prefix if 
dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping 
is usually 10%-15% of the bill at 
restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, 
waiters, maids, etc. depending on the 
service. Taking a siesta is a Mexican 
tradition. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening 
until 7 p.m. or later. In restaurants, it is 

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, 
but never quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help.
Look at the map in this issue, you will note that PV (as the locals call 

it) is on the west coast of Mexico, in the middle of the Bay of Banderas, 
the largest bay in this country, that includes southern part of the state 

of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. 
Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 

mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned 
in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna came close on October 25, 2002, 
but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 miles 
north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian 

Islands, thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when 
you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, 
por favor» and your bill will be delivered 
to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Although 
you may have to wait in line for a few 
minutes, remember that the banks will 
give you a higher rate of exchange than 
the exchange booths (caja de cambio). 
Better yet, if you have a «bank card», 
withdraw funds from your account back 
home. Try to avoid exchanging money at 
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the 
worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-
inclusive hotel is everything you ever 
dreamed of, you should experience at 
least a little of all that Vallarta has to 
offer - it is truly a condensed version of 
all that is Mexican and existed before 
«Planned Tourist Resorts», such as 
Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, were 
developed. Millions have been spent to 
ensure that the original “small town” 
flavor is maintained downtown, in the 
Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false 
belief that a Mexican vacation must 
inevitably lead to an encounter with 
Moctezuma’s revenge is just that: 
false. For the 17th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded 
a certification of purity for human 
consumption. It is one of only two 
cities in Mexico that can boast of such 
accomplishment. True, the quality of 
the water tested at the purification plant 
varies greatly from what comes out of 
the tap at the other end. So do be careful. 
On the other hand, most large hotels 
have their own purification equipment 
and most restaurants use purified water. 
If you want to be doubly sure, you can 
pick up purified bottled water just about 
anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and 
American tourists often fall in love with 
one of the many stray dogs and cats in 
Vallarta. Many would like to bring it 
back with them, but believe that the laws 
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If 
you would like to bring a cat or a dog 
back home, call the local animal shelter 
for more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good 
beginning would be to take one of the City 
Tours offered by the local tour agencies. 
Before boarding, make sure you have a 
map and take note of the places you want 
to return to. Then venture off the beaten 
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the 
tour bus takes you. And don’t worry - 
this is a safe place.

Need to Know2
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Sound Off 3

letters@pvmirror.com  
Your Comments

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor and nostalgic 
food fans,

Dear Editor,

Something new in town is a taste treat 
from the era of American Bandstand and 
the famous Cuban bar.

My wife and I just had a “Philly cheese 
steak” and a “sloppy Joe” at the Paradise 
Community Center.  Chef AbueLinda has 
recreated the “sloppy Joe” with a bit of 
a taste twist and renamed it the “Messy 
Pepe”.

Our thanks to AbueLinda and the 
Paradise Community Center for making 
available both those nostalgic taste treats 
in Puerto Vallarta.

Jim W.

Even in Paradise, We Need Hope!
Just a note to share something that 

made me very happy last week and 
helped me to cope with the devastating 
events in Connecticut.

It might do the same for you.
Jim Wilson invited (actually dragged 

me kicking and screaming) to visit 
Pasitos de Luz in Pitillal. I didn’t want to 
go. After all, who needs to see a bunch of 
special needs kids? 

Whoa! Was I surprised by one of the 
most pleasant and life-affirming hours of 
my life!

I discovered that all kids are special - 
even if they have special needs – they 
light up like Christmas trees when you 
smile at them and you won’t be able to 
keep yourself from smiling with them!

There are 40 or more youngsters in 
what appears to be more kindergarten 
than institution. My kids, your kids, all 
kids should have as safe and loving a 
place to spend their days as these kids do.

You and I are “special-needs” people, 
too! We need to know that there are 
people who give so much of themselves 
to children in need. I needed to see the 
incredible team of volunteers and staff 
caring for, educating and loving children.

One of the most moving things I saw 
was the physical therapist massaging 
a toddler’s body. His loving hands had 
the child relaxing and enjoying contact 
with another being – something some 
of us take for granted. By the way, the 
therapist is blind!

This is not a pitch for a charitable 
donation (although they are gratefully 
accepted).

Nope, this is my recommendation of 
how to deal with the monstrous events 
of last Friday: Take an hour and go see 
the children and staff of Pasitos de Luz. 

As repeat visitors to Puerto Vallarta, 
we are always on the lookout for a 
new typico restaurant, so we were 
pleased when friends took us to Jorge’s 
Hideaway, a great little spot located on 
Calle Pilitas #206, 1 block up from Olas 
Altas in the Zona Romantica. 

I had delicious shrimp with spinach 
& mushrooms in a béchamel sauce, 
tasty and fresh mixed coleslaw & rice 
cooked in beet juice. My friends really 
enjoyed their Caesar salads and chicken 
putanesca (tomato marinara). For 
carnivores, there is also beef and pork on 
the menu.  For vegetarians, crispy fresh 
salads, pastas, sopas.  

As there is no liquor license, it’s 
BYOB, but don’t fret if you forget. 
Jorge’s son Kevin offered to pick up 
tequila for us... not only that, he made 
us fantastic margaritas!  We felt like we 
were dining in their home.

As I love to cook and appreciate food 
presented in a simple yet delicious (and 
affordable!) way, I recommend that you 
try Jorge’s and support local families. 
It is a quaint little place that hits all the 
right buttons. BUENA SUERTE to all at 
Jorge’s Restaurant!

Jorge’s Hideaway is open for lunch & 
dinner, 3 to 11 p.m.  Closed Mondays. 
Reservations: 322-889-6928. Email: 
jorgeshideaway@hotmail.com

Margo McLeod

You will feel better about the future of 
the human race!

Contact Jim Wilson (wholyjim@
comcast.net) about free transportation 
and tours of Pasitos.  You know you want 
to feel great again, so just do it.

Saludos,

Mike Altman

Colors on Canvas PV would like to 
thank the people who came to our first 
art exhibition on Dec. 8, 2012 at Los 
Mangos Public Library (“Like” the 
Library on Facebook at Biblioteca Los 
Mangos).  We also want to offer our   
thanks to the generous donors to our 
mini raffle - A Taste Of Italy, Cheeky 
Monkey, Cherie Sibley, Cerro Verde, Eat 
At Dave’s, Esquina De Los Caprichos, 
Galleria Vallarta, Gil Givens, GMC 
Frame Shop, La Pardilla De Villa, Lucy’s 
Cucu Cabana, Metamorphisis Spa, Pattie 
Shaw, Paul Floyd, Sea Monkey and Villa 
Mandarinas; our spouses who fetched, 
lugged and carried and helped wherever 
they could; a special thank you to Jimmie 
who acted as our cashier for the entire 
six-hour day; to the Los Mangos staff 
for their support and help; to the press 
and electronic media sites for their help 
in promoting the exhibition and to the 
members of our group and guests artists 
who donated a percentage of their sales 
to the Library.  

We were pleased to be able to donate 
$8,135 pesos to the library after the 
exhibition.  You can see our artwork on 
Facebook at Colors on Canvas PV and 
email us at colorsoncanvaspv@gmail.com

 
Jimmie & Mary

Please go to next page for continuation...
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Sound Off4

To Whom It May Concern:

Continued from previous page...

On Friday, December 7th, my husband and I 
were taking a group of friends, both local and on 
vacation, on a trip to see one of the Bahía’s most 
lovely beaches at La Lancha.

Unfair restrictions on entering this beach 
have become so extreme that we chose to enter 
through the Federal land access. We brought 
with us our dog, surfboard, paddleboard, food, 
water, masks, and everything else we needed 
to enjoy a day at one of our favorite beaches. 
Upon arriving to the path, we noticed that the 
fence had been upgraded, but since we knew it 
was Federal land and therefore public property 
we assumed that crossing here would be no 
problem. 

We started our hike and our visiting friends 
were excited to see the beauty of the jungle 
and to arrive at a beach we promised would 
be worth the trek. Before even setting foot in 
the sand we heard security close in front of us 
and waiting. We thought it odd they would be 
so far from the resort but nothing more. Upon 
arriving to the water the security immediately 
told us the police had been called and that we 
would need to wait to be arrested. “Why?” we 
said, “because you crossed a fence.” “Okay…, 
but isn’t it federal land?” we said. “The fence is 
private.”

We were, without saying, completely 
shocked. We had traveled that path many times 
and KNEW it was not illegal. The land we were 
crossing is Federal and belongs to the people. 
We were courteous with security the entire time, 

even allowing them to escort our group past other 
tourist groups coming down to enjoy the surf. 
The police arrived to the main route of access to 
La Lancha and continued to question and treat 
us as criminals, again in front of other groups 
going to enjoy the same beach. The police were 
questioning the security, and it was clear they did 
not want to take it further, but security insisted 
that the property owners wanted us arrested and 
prosecuted. The primary arresting officer even 
had several phone conversations to placate the 
development but again, they said we MUST be 
arrested. The police put us in handcuffs, and 
loaded us all in the vehicle. They took us off the 
property, down a dirt road, and said they were 
releasing us. We were left there.

I am a legal resident here from the United 
States as is my husband and sister who were both 
with me. We have Mexican family from Puerto 
Vallarta who told us this access was fine. We 
know the rules and follow them and would never 
do otherwise. We had friends with us who are 
Mexican and live in Bahía de Banderas, as well 
as a friend from the USA on their very first trip 
to Puerto Vallarta who we have been asking to 
visit us for years. On their FIRST DAY in town, 
they were arrested and handcuffed for going to 
the beach.

The point is, it doesn’t matter who we are or 
where we come from. The path we walked falls 
on federal land and the fence is illegal, not us. To 
allow a company of any kind to regulate over the 
government and its people is a serious issue. We 
were given an “easy out”, but what about local 
youth wanting to access a primary location in their 
community to play outdoors? Why should their 
access be limited because a company believes 
their money speaks louder? At what point does 
the government stand up for the people? This is 
what I ask you.

I love this place that I call home. I want my 
friends and family to come and see why I believe 
Mexico, and specifically Bahía de Banderas, 
are so special. But I can tell you this, that I just 
lost one more place to take them. La Lancha is 
a spectacular location, but if it is not free for 
anybody to access I will not support it. 

And if stories like this one go home with more 
people, the tourism in the area will be hurt from 
it.

Thank you for you time and consideration.
Saludos 

K.T.K.
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Within PV 5

According to Ignacio (Nacho) Cadena, 
President of PV’s Hotel & Motel Association 
and Director of the local chapter of the 
Federal Tourism Trust, the reopening of the 
Malecon to public transport and vehicular 
traffic in general would be a “total step 
backward”.  Cadena added that what should 
be done is revive Morelos St. so that it will be 
just as attractive, “…in all important cities, 
like Santa Monica in California for example, 
the boardwalk / promenade is a fundamental, 
beautiful area to attract many people.”

Patricia Farías-Barlow, Puerto Vallarta International 
Convention Center’s CEO, received the Pinnacle Award at the 
IAEE (International Association of Exhibitions and Events) annual 
Meeting & Exhibition Expo in Orlando, Fla, earlier this month. 

The IAEE’s Pinnacle award recognizes professionals who 
have advanced exposition management through the promotion of 
education, developed innovative techniques and perpetuated the 
highest ideals, trust and professionalism during their careers.

With more than 30 years’ experience, Farías’ career includes 
tenures as founding member of FAPEZAL, an events company 
with more than 150 organized events; Reed Exhibition’s president 
in Mexico and also overseeing the planning, the construction and 
inauguration of Mexico City’s Banamex Convention Center as the 
organization’s CEO.

The first Mexican to win IAEE’s prestigious Pinnacle award, 
Patricia Farías-Barlow oversees every aspect of the $43 Million 
USD Puerto Vallarta International Convention Center which 
provides the destination with a state-of-the-art facility - over 1.8 
million sq. ft conveniently located only five minutes from the 
airport and close by Puerto Vallarta’s major hotels and picturesque 
downtown.

(Source: PV Tourism Board)

PV’s Convention Center CEO first Mexican
to receive IAEE’s Pinnacle Award

Reopening the Malecon would be a major step backward

Instead of considering the possibility of 
reopening the Malecon to traffic, the City 
should care for it to maintain it in optimal 
condition, he said.

Also, the promotion of our town should 
not be solely the responsibility of the local 
Tourism Board, but of everyone, every sector 
of the population should contribute its share, 
“from residents cleaning the sidewalk in 
front of their properties, to treating people 
nicely, regardless of their status and under all 
circumstances”.

Cadena believes that a campaign should 
be undertaken, aimed at taxi and bus 
drivers, personnel at supermarkets, hotels, 
restaurants, shops and service providers, in 
short, everyone who comes in contact with 
our visitors, in order to realize that ours is a 
marvelous city and that we’re not making the 
proper efforts to attract and retain the kind of 
visitors we want.

(Source: Mauricio Lira – Meridiano)
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Adorable Dogs in the Spotlight - 
Sydney is a beautiful 3-year old lab 
mix.  She is good with other dogs 
and has recovered well from her hip 
injury and a severe case of arthritis.

Chester is a Chihuahua mix approx. 
one year old, a happy little boy that 
gets along well with other dogs. 

Contact the SPCA at spcapv@
gmail.com if you are interested in 
adopting Sydney, Chester or any of 
our animals.  To see other animals 
available for adoption, visit our 
website www.spcapv.com or www.
spcapv.blogspot.com 

If you follow Facebook, be sure to 
“like” our official page and let your 
friends know to share information 
from the official page to their own 
account.  You can find us at www.
facebook.com/spcapv, where all 
animal action and interaction is 
happening.

About the pets…
JANICE GONZALEZby
Photos by Sandra Briones
www.sandorafoto.com

“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged 
by the way its animals are treated.” - Mahatma Gandhi

Special Thanks - to Gail Fuller, 
Josh & Amanda Hefferman, Nadine 
from Ladner, B.C. and Heidi from 
Portland, OR, for their donations.  
Also thanks to the Instituto de Las 
Americas for their donations to the 
sanctuary.  

Sanctuary News - from Madeline, 
our Education Coordinator: A Job 
Well Done!!!

Congratulations to the students 
and teachers at the Instituto de Las 
Americas for working hard on a 
school campaign to collect much 
needed items like towels, blankets, 
bowls and other supplies for our 
furry friends at our Sanctuary! 
This is a great example of young 
people coming together to help the 
community to take care of the poor 
little creatures that live here with us.

We appreciate your help. Please 
feel welcome to visit our sanctuary 
any time. 

CupoCity Christmas Pet Contest - 
Invite your friends and your friends’ 
friends to vote before the 24th of 
December. The photo with the most 
“votes” will receive $1,000 pesos in 
CupoCity Money to spend on great 
CupoCity offers, 2 tickets to the 
MexPup Charity event in January, 
an escorted VIP Tour of the SPCA 
Sanctuary and a basket of Doggy-Cat 
Treats by Pets gone Wild!

2nd prize which will be granted 
to the photo chosen by a panel of 
judges including Vallarta’s favorite 
Pet Photographer - Sandra Briones, 
Marianna Berdejo - Animal Behavior 
Specialist of La Casa de Fido and 
Artist Isis Aceves of Alburarte. 2nd 
Prize winner will receive $500 pesos 
in CupoCity Money to spend how 
they wish!

So now you know what to do: grab 
your pets, gussy them up in their 
Christmas look, take shots of their 
best angles, load the picture in the 
Easy Promos contest section within 
the CupoCity Facebook Fan page and 
ask EVERYONE YOU KNOW to 
vote to help you win!! Let the photo 
fun begin!

CupoCity contributes to better 
the lives for unwanted animals in 
Vallarta and believes that ADOPT, 
DON’T SHOP is the way to a perfect 
world for animals. Did you know that 
“Rescued” is the new “In” Breed?

Adoption Locations: 1) Los 
Mangos Public Library at 1001 
Avenida Francisco Villa, just past the 
Pemex station and around the corner 
from Costco – 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

2) Old Town Farmers’ Market on 
Pino Suarez, between V. Carranza and 
Basilio Badillo, 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.  

Please remember, you can always 
checkout our blogspot (http://www.
spcapv.blogspot.mx/) to view all 
dogs and cats available for adoption. 

To use your credit card to make tax 
deductible donations through PayPal, 
please go to our website www.spcapv.
com/donate/

We are always in the need of towels 
and blankets for the shelter.  If you 
would like to make a donation, such 
as toys or other items, please just drop 
them off at Los Mangos Library or 
the Farmers Market during adoption 
hours each Saturday.

SPCA de PV Animal Resources 
- The SPCA PV receives many 
inquiries regarding animal abuse 
and neglect. These topics, as well as 
other topics are addressed in the FAQ 
section of our website: http://www.
spcapv.com

If you can no longer care for a pet, 
it is your responsibility to find it a 
suitable home. Utilize Mano a Mano, 
a local Spanish newspaper, to post 
a free ad; or talk to your neighbors, 
friends and local vets about the 
possibility of finding a new home. 
It is possible that the SPCA PV 
may be able to post a notice on our 
blogspot. Please contact Sandra at 
shojomanga@gmail.com
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Because of the contract signed with Proactiva Ambiental S.A. de 
C.V. by the previous administration, the current Council inherited a 
debt which is now close to $40 Million Pesos in favor of that company.

A call was issued to the entire Council to find a solution that will end 
the crisis facing this service, considering that Proactiva is operating 
deficiently.

Urgent: Waste removal situation
must be resolved

The General Director of Municipal Public Services, Oscar Delgado 
Cháez, explained that, according to the aforementioned contract, the 
City is responsible for paying approximately $2.5 Million Pesos per 
month to Proactiva, varying in accordance with the amount of refuse 
collected. 

He added that the service is improving, slowly, and asked residents 
of Puerto Vallarta to be patient while the City works on reaching an 
agreement on a payment schedule with Proactiva.

(Sources: Mauricio Lira – Meridiano, prensaglobal.com)
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Beyond PV8

“The Mexican Power of State 
believes in the complete constitutional 
collaboration, to the benefit of the 
people, not to the preeminence of a 
Power over others.”

This was stated by Minister Juan 
N. Silva Meza, when he made his 
second Report of Work, as President 
of the Supreme Court of Justice of the 
Nation and the Council of the Federal 
Judiciary on Monday, December 17, 
2012.

In front of Legislative Powers and 
the President of Mexico, the Judicial 
Power of the Federation (PJF) assumed 
the responsibility that Mexico has 
cried for; a nation more fair and 
democratic, more equal and more 
harmonious, more free and plural, and 
that will do so as they always have 
done; without fuss or complaints that 
only divert the proper functions of the 
judicial functions, stated the Minister 
Juan N. Silva Meza, President of the 

SYLVIA LAHOMA PONCE DE LEON CURMINAby

Mexico: Now a Nation 
of Human Rights Defense

Minister President Silva Meza 
Assumes Responsibility for Mexico

www.theyucatantimes.com

Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation 
(SCJN) and the Council of the Federal 
Judiciary (CJF).

“In this Mexican Power of the 
State, we believe in the complete 
constitutional collaboration, to 
the benefit of the people, not to 
the preeminence of a Power over 
others, we believe in the complete 
constitutional collaboration and 
every Power of State, has its place 
and its constitutional responsibilities, 
defined”, he emphasized.

In rendering the second Annual 
Report of Work of the Judicial Power 
of the Federation (PJF), to the plenary 
sessions of Ministers, Directors of the 
Federal Judicial Electoral Tribunal 
and Magistrates of the PJF, as well as 
to representatives of the executive and 
legislative branches, which as guest 
of honor the President, Enrique Peña 
Nieto attended, Silva Meza stated that 
PJF is, as has always been, open to 

maintain the best possible relations 
with both powers, within the healthy 
harmony of the constitution, which 
now, more specifically than before, 
is linked to the protection of human 
rights.

Silva Meza affirmed that the PJF 
is not deaf to the legitimate demand 
of the society that wants a system 
of impartation of justice each time 
more trustworthy and each time more 
accessible.

For this, he continued, the judges 
look to be closer to this society, to their 
demands and needs, but also close to 
their calls and to their criticisms.

However, the PJF recognizes that 
the crisis of confidence has crossed 
the institutions, also affecting the 
judicial organs. Concerning this he 
manifested that “it is up to us, the 
holders of judicial functions to fertilize 
this, to strengthen this, trust is not 
won in advance. Confidence can only 
be generated by a court exercising 
transparent, consistent, objective, 
distant complicity, arbitrary and 
subject to the reason of the strongest 
case, never [judging] for the benefits 
of State.

We know –he added- that the 
society wants a Judicial Power of the 
Federation at the top of Mexico, open, 
strong, plural and democratic in which 
we live.

The Minister President spoke that 
his position, is not to gain that same 
position, but rather a medium to 
contribute, from a position of privilege 
and with a massive responsibility to 
create, from ours, a country better, a 
country of liberty, a country respected, 
the State of human rights.

The Minister President described that 
the constitutional reforms concerning 
Amparo and human rights, approved 
more than a year ago, changed the face 
of the system of impartation of justice 
as a whole because it puts in the center 
the activity of the State, the total and 
absolute respect to the liberties and 
rights of the people.

“The new constitutional regimen 
demands of all the authorities to enforce 
the rights of the people; emphasizing 
that public power is wielded by its 
citizens; speeding up the process of 
Amparo, protector of human rights; 
and humanizing the system of penal 

justice. For this the Judicial Power 
of the Federation, in exercise of the 
powers that the Constitution grants, 
will not be restricted or infringed by 
this new regime. On these issues, there 
is no regression, but expansion”, he 
stated.

He reiterated his call for the Powers 
of the Union to conclude the legislative 
process so that they have a new law 
of Amparo, consistent with the new 
regime established in the articles 1 and 
103 of the Federal Constitution.

In light of these reforms, the Minister 
Silva Meza expressed the commitment 
of the Judiciary of the Federation for 
making a flawless performance at the 
same time, he acknowledged the work 
of more than one hundred thousand 
federal judges and about 40 thousand 
workers that make up this Power.

Silva Meza deemed that fighting 
corruption remains a fundamental 
line of action and affirmed it to be 
monitored and being taken care of the 
work of those responsible for the areas 
that manage public resources, as well 
as judicial officers.

He reported that this year, in 
administrative terms, in the Supreme 
Court of Justice of the Nation issues 
were handled of responsibilities 
and included the imposed sanctions 
ranging from private reprimands, to 
disqualifications, demotions, public 
reprimands and economic sanctions.

He said that in order to ensure 
the independence and efficient 
and effective functioning of the 
courts and its objectivity, honesty, 
professionalism and independence of 
the members of the Federal Judiciary, 
sanctions were imposed on public 
servants to courts and administrative 
including the removal of four district 
judges, the disqualification of a judge 
of Circuit and the suspension of five 
Circuit Judges.

“We will not tolerate that, for a few, 
we discredit the work of the entire 
judiciary. We, the vast majority are not 
like that and we do not want that with 
us,” he said.

Moreover, the Minister President 
mentioned that one of the major axes 
of his administration is committed 
to transparency and proof of this, he 
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explained, is that so far this year they 
have filed more than 53,000 requests 
for information, because “we have 
nothing to hide or be ashamed of in 
connection with the performance of 
our substantive role.”

In the last 12 months, the courts 
and federal courts recorded income 
of 958,000,788 in judicial affairs, of 
which were discharged 963,000,85 
MXN.

In the period covered by this report, 
were admitted to the Supreme Court 
of Justice of the Nation 5,851 issues, 
while expenditures amounted to 6,002.

In 2012, the auxiliary courts issued 
over 61,000 sentences, 
lessening thereby 
the workload of the 
organs of the Federal 
Judiciary.

During this year 
were created 32 new 
courts, relocated 29 
and completed the 
works of the Federal 
Judicial City Zapopan, 
Jalisco.

Silva Meza reported 
that for the draft budget 
of the Judiciary of 
the Federation for the 
fiscal year 2013 there were requested 
resources that are essential to comply 
with the mandates and priorities, such 
as meeting the requirements of the 
institution as a top constitutional court 
of the Mexican legal system.

Also, to continue and strengthen the 
work of systematization, cataloging 
and publication of jurisprudence, to 
assist in the tenth time, greater legal 
certainty of Mexican society, foster 
a culture of legality and respect for 
human rights in all spheres of collective 
life, continuing the consolidation 
of ties with Mexican society and its 
organizations, to elicit an increased 
awareness about the work of imparters 
of federal justice.

As for the Council of the Judiciary, 
he said that among the needs that 
justify the request, is the fulfillment 
of the constitutional and legal reforms 
that modify, expand and modernize the 
organs and institutions of the Judiciary 
of the Federation; compliance of 
human rights obligations arisen for 
the Judiciary of the Federation on the 

occasion of the international treaties 
ratified by the Mexican state, the need 
to strengthen the conditions that ensure 
the provision of the judicial courts 
of the Judicial Branch Federation, in 
a framework of independence and 
autonomy, among others.

He said that next year, together with 
the Mexican Association of imparting 
justice, a training program will start 
that targets about 7,000 male and 
female judges across the country. 
At this time he emphasized the great 
importance and value of the women 
in this specific field. He detailed skills 
of the women that help greatly in the 

impartation of fair justice among 
indigenous cultures and children.

Minister Silva Meza said that 
among the cases resolved by the 
Supreme Court he emphasized those 
related to the so-named military 
justice, for which the House of 
Ministers established restrictive 
interpretations to the military courts, 
declared them unconstitutional and 
the unconventionality of Article 57, 
section II, paragraph a) of the Code 
of Military Justice, recognized the 
legitimacy of the injured and their 
families to promote protection, which 
restricted the military court when the 
quality of the subject is the military, 
and he further defined the scope of 
military jurisdiction.

Similarly, it was determined to 
ratify the right of the accused to 
purge imprisonment in the detention 
center closest to home, that financial 
secrecy is constitutional, that the 
figure of revocation of the mandate 
of elected officials by public vote is 
unconstitutional, and that the right to 

request public information must be 
made effective, among others.

For their part, among the relevant 
issues of the Federal courts, he 
mentioned regarding the justiciability 
of human rights, which were defined:

1) The right of access to justice for 
persons with disabilities;

2) The right to equality, non-
discrimination and social security;

3) The right of children to be heard;
4) The right to health;
5) The right to an effective judicial 

remedy, and
6) The right to human dignity.
In international cooperation, the 

Minister Silva Meza shared 
news of the celebration 
of the First Summit of 
Presidents of Supreme 
Courts, Constitutional 
and Regional, taken to 
market in Mexico City last 
November in collaboration 
with the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human 
Rights of the United 
Nations, whose objective 
was that courts discuss 
common experiences 
similar in nature to the 
administration of justice 

from the perspective of human rights 
leadership.

“The meeting, enriched us all, 
by enabling us to know problems, 
not identical, but similar, that have 
been faced or are being successfully 
addressed by other countries,” he 
explained.

He reported that in February this 
year, together with the United Nations 

Office for Children, the President of 
the Supreme Court’s Office issued 
the Action Protocol for providers of 
Justice in cases involving children and 
adolescents.

He said that this year’s edition of 
the Ibero-American Judicial Summit 
held in the City of Buenos Aires, and 
from the presentation of the Protocol 
on the same, Mexico was proposed 
and agreed to coordinate a working 
group, which was launched in the city 
of Guadalajara in September this year, 
in order to present at the next edition 
of the Summit, to be held in Chile in 
2014, a General Action Protocol for 
the judges of the region that address 
issues where vulnerable groups are 
involved.

He also reported, in collaboration 
with the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights of 
the United Nations, was conducted a 
very comprehensive compilation of 
international instruments on human 
rights.

The Minister President considered 
that gender equality should be a reality 
in the composition of the judiciary, so 
the design process is a comprehensive 
policy that considers the structural 
difference between women and men 
and ensure equal criteria designations.

Finally, he made it clear that the 
Constitution wants a country of 
freedom, where the authorities are not 
above individuals, where all authorities 
combat impunity and not tolerate this, 
much less encourage it.
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According to Britannica 
Online, though wood 
engravers produced prints 
with religious themes in the 
European Middle Ages, the 
first Christmas card, as the 
term is now understood, 
is believed to have been 
designed by John Callcott 
Horsley in England in 1843, 
created for his friend Sir 
Henry Cole.

An edition of 1,000 
cards was placed on sale in 
London. It was lithographed 
on stiff cardboard, 5 1/8 by 3 
1/4 inches, in dark sepia and 
hand-colored. The center of 
the card shows a family party 
in progress, beneath which 
were the words “A Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New 
Year to You.” To one side is a 
scene of the hungry being fed 
and to the other side the poor 
being clothed.

In the United States, the 
owner of a variety store in 
Albany, N.Y., in the mid-
19th century produced a card 
carrying Christmas greetings 
from “Pease’s Great Variety 
Store in the Temple of 
Fancy.”  

Pepita was a poor Mexican girl who had no gift to present to the 
Christ Child at Christmas Eve Services. As Pepita walked slowly to the 
chapel with her cousin Pedro, her heart was filled with sadness rather 
than joy. 

“I am sure, Pepita, that even the most humble gift, if given in love, 
will be acceptable in His eyes,” said Pedro consolingly.

Not knowing what else to do, Pepita knelt by the roadside and gathered 
a handful of common weeds, fashioning them into a small bouquet. 
Looking at the scraggly bunch of weeds, she felt more saddened and 
embarrassed than ever by the humbleness of her offering. She fought 
back a tear as she entered the small village chapel.

As she approached the altar, she remembered Pedro’s kind words: 
“Even the most humble gift, if given in love, will be acceptable in His 
eyes.” She felt her spirit lift as she knelt to lay the bouquet at the foot of 
the nativity scene.

Suddenly, the bouquet of weeds burst into blooms of brilliant red, 
and all who saw them were certain that they had witnessed a Christmas 
miracle right before their eyes.

From that day on, the bright red flowers were known as the Flores de 
Noche Buena, or Flowers of the Holy Night, for they bloomed each year 
during the Christmas season. Today, the common name for this plant is 
the poinsettia.

The Christmas tree as it 
is known in the rest of North 
America is a relatively recent 
arrival in Mexico. The first is 
said to have been set up by 
General Miguel Negrate, a 
political rival of Porfirio Díaz 
(who later became President 
of this country) in his house in 
1978, only a little over thirty 
years ago.

The origin of the 
Christmas cardThe Legend of the Poinsettia

Did you know that…
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The two most important days in 
your life are the day you are born 
and the day you find out why.” - 
Mark Twain

Although a fan of Samuel 
Clemens since school, Christy 
(Miss Bessie) and I discovered so 
many fascinating things about this 
literary icon when researching 
him to produce Miss Bessie & Her 
Mark Twain.The Palm Cabaret and Bar will play host to the very popular 

cabaret artists Amy Armstrong and Freddy Allen, known around the 
world as “Amy and Freddy”, starting Friday, December 21st at 10 
p.m. and continuing through January 7, 2013.  Their holiday show 
“How the Diva Stole Christmas” will be featured December 21, 23 
and 24. 

This season marks Amy & Freddy’s 16th anniversary performing 
together and their third appearance at The Palm.  Their shows attracted 
large crowds last season so advance reservations are recommended. 
Based in Chicago, music and comedy legends, they have graced 
stages from coast to coast, both large and small, and in over 20 
countries with their one-of-a-kind wit and musical prowess.  They 
have had the pleasure of opening and sharing the spotlight with some 
familiar (and some not so familiar) names including Kathy Griffin, 
Mary Wilson and the Supremes, Phyllis Diller, Bea Arthur, Jennifer 
Holiday and Judy Gold to name a few.  In 2009, Amy & Freddy were 
featured on national television on Entertainment Tonight as part of 
their work with the NBC reality show “America’s Got Talent”.  They 
remain dedicated to their community involvement having presented 
numerous charity concerts over the years, raising over $15 Million 
USD for LGTB charities worldwide.

For over a decade, Amy & Freddy are proud to have partnered 
with RSVP Vacations with performances on both the mainstage and 
cabaret stages for most of their sailings.

Together, they have produced four successful and unique albums; 
Amy and Freddy - the debut, Life is a Cabaret, Naturally Flawless 
and Feeling Good, recognized and praised nationally by audiences 
and critics alike.  They are also the proud multi-recipients of both 
the Gay Chicago Magazine “After Dark” and Chicago Free Press 
“Pressie” awards.

Tickets for Amy and Freddy’s performances and all shows at The 
Palm Cabaret may be purchased online at www.ThePalmPV.com or 
at the door starting at 6:30 p.m. nightly.  The Palm is located at 508 
Olas Altas.  The Box Office opens 2 hours before show time.  You 
can also find the Palm on Facebook at The Palm Cabaret and Bar.  
You may also phone the club at 222-0277 starting at 5 p.m. nightly.

At the 
Boutique 
Theatre

Music & Comedy Duo
Amy and Freddy at The Palm Cabaret

He was such a simple man 
because of his roots, yet he became 
a worldwide celebrity loved by 
kings, queens, and the common 
man and woman. His novel, 
Huckleberry Finn, was the main 
reason. Declared “the world’s 
greatest book,” it still claims an 
army of followers (including yours 
truly) one hundred years later. And 
we have not seen his likes since.

So, please join us at the Boutique 
Theatre, where Miss Bessie will 
provide you with an amazing 
insight into this wonderful giant of 
letters.

 David Lloyd Austin (Director)
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OSCAR ZAMARRIPA - Born 
in Guadalajara in 1949, Oscar’s 
career as an artist started some 44 
years ago. He studied at the School 
of Fine Arts of the U of G, where 
he received the Luis Echeverria 
medal for the best student of 
sculpture. He is in a constant quest 
for perfection, working up to 20 
hours a day.  Over the years, his 
admirers are in awe as his jumps 
between media: bronze, silver, 
resins, polymers, metal, stainless steel, wood, granite, alabaster, onyx, 
petrified wood, semi-precious stones, ceramic, found objects and stained 
glass.  We marvel at his exquisite, elaborate textures, elegant curves, his 
use of color.  He is a master of the ancient technique of estofado, which 
involves a special paint finish over silver & gold lead that has been applied 
to finely chiseled wooden used within the Catholic church for centuries.  
Oscar always personalizes his “one of a kind”, two-sided sculptures with 
his unique style of “magic realism”. Every sculpture has a story, every story 
includes a time and place in his memories, past and present.  “My work 
arises from my need to share my soul with the viewer, through images of 
my childhood, rescuing pre-Hispanic dances and rituals, them alive in time. 
The cultural roots of my people are recognizable in my work”.

We welcome you to have the first glance at his newest sculptures - which 
have been selected from a large group of works from his upcoming museum 
show in early 2013.

 
Alejandra Zamarripa - born in 1975 in 

Guadalajara, she is one of two daughters born to 
Rosa and Oscar Zamarripa, thus raised in a family of 
artists. Her mother a dancer, her father a set designer 
and long time sculptor and painter. Many of her aunts 
and uncles are artistic, so she was raised surrounded 
with artistic stimulation.  After graduating with a 
degree in Architecture, and working for many years, 
she found herself drawn back to sculpting, when 
faced with a lull between architectural projects. 
What started as a moment of boredom and lack 
of work in her trade, has fired up her passion and 
confidence in ceramics.  For this exhibit, Ale has 

prepared 47 high fired ceramic sculptures - I call that passionate.  Her first 
exhibit was in 1999 in Tlaquepaque, with her first in Vallarta in 2003 at 
Galeria Uno, alongside her dad. This will be the 4th time she has exhibited 
in Vallarta.  It has been 6 years since her last exhibit, but I do not think we 
will have to wait that long again.   

A last-minute change in schedules 
and an opening at the Paradise Stage 
has resulted in a rare opportunity to 
celebrate the closing days of 2012… 
with a unique Mexican-Caribbean 
twist.

The manager of the Paradise Stage, 
Todd Ringness, says when he finally 
connected with EMI Music Recording 
Artist KASSIANO, he expected to 
schedule a date for sometime in 2013. 
But Kassiano’s touring schedule was 
going to make that difficult. Instead, 
Kassiano offered Saturday, December 
29th as an option to secure him as a 
headliner for a Paradise Community 
Center event. 

Ringness says it’s very unusual to 
schedule a big event at the PCC with 
less than two weeks for promotion and 
publicity. Given Kassiano’s talent and 
high profile, Ringness says the team at 
the PCC felt it was worth a go-ahead… 
hoping that the community will help 
spread the word to make it a very 
successful event for CompassioNet 
Impact, and a memorable evening of 
good food and good times.

PCC’s Cooking Instructor and Chef 
Abue-Linda reports that her team 

How can one family have so much talent? This father / daughter 
duo will not disappoint you. Please stop by Galleria Dante (269 
Basilio Badillo) on Friday, December 28th, 6 to 10 p.m. and have a 
cocktail to show your support of this Master artist, in celebration 
of his incredible career and that of his very talented daughter.

Oscar & Ale Zamarripa 
sculpture show opens at Galleria AnDante

Tropical Force “Kassiano” 
takes aim at Paradise

is ready to prepare a very special 
Mexican dinner for the “Caribbean 
Fiesta Grande” on December 29th, 
adding “the event’s main entrée is 
a traditional Caribbean shredded 
beef dish called ‘Ropa Vieja’ (Old 
Clothes). One popular theory on the 
naming of this dish is a very poor man 
was hosting his family for dinner, but 
couldn’t afford to buy enough food to 
feed them. So he gathered and then 
cooked some old clothes. His love 
for his family mysteriously turned the 
clothes into a wonderful beef stew.” 
Abue-Linda insists her Ropa Vieja 
will be made with love, but WON’T 
contain any clothes.

Jamaican-born Kassiano has 
generously agreed to a discount on 
his normal booking deposit and fee as 
a donation to CompassioNet Impact 
Mexico, the charity that receives 
100% of the profits from all PCC 
events and operations. Kassiano says 
he is delighted to help such a good 
cause, and he adds that the steel 
drums are warming up and he is ready 
to party… Caribbean-style! In case 
you’ve not yet heard about Kassiano, 
you can check out his website at www.
Kassiano.com

Advance “Ropa Vieja” Dinner 
& Concert tickets for Kassiano’s 
Caribbean Fiesta Grande at the PCC 
on Saturday, December 29th, are only 
$400 pesos (must be purchased by 4 
p.m. on December 27th).

You can also take in the concert 
only, with advance tickets at just 
$250 pesos, or $300 pesos at the 
door. The Paradise Social Hour 
offers drinks starting at 6:30 p.m., 
and the concert gets underway at 8 
p.m. Tickets available 24/7 at www.
ParadiseCommunityCenter.com or at 
the PCC ticket kiosk, open Tuesday 
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., at 
127 Pulpito in the Zona Romantica.

EMI Music Recording Artist 
Kassiano to perform on the 
Paradise Stage at 8 p.m., 
Saturday, December 29th
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In eleven years, Jean Pierre Renucci and partner 
José Villavicencio not only consolidated the most 
exciting art gallery in years, Galeria Corsica, 
in downtown Puerto Vallarta, but nearly single-
handedly changed the face of the art world in this 
increasingly cosmopolitan coastal pueblo. 

Born in Corsica, South of France, Jean Pierre 
met José from Mexico City in Puerto Vallarta and 
while visiting the existing galleries at that time, they 
decided to open an art gallery specialized in only 
Top Mexican Art that would show the great respect 
and love they have for Art. 

Within Galería Córsica, the two partners are 
proud to present some of the country´s top talent. 
“Our focus is on artists who exhibit at important 
art museums, primarily in Mexico City where the 
country’s most important museums are located, most 
of whom already have an international following.” 
Having had previous experience in the art field both 
of them, they claim that their passion for art is the 
secret to their success since they don’t represent 
someone for commercial reasons, but because 
they like their work.  “The fact that we´ve been so 
amazingly successful is almost beside the point. We 
wanted to do something that we really like, so our 
decision from the beginning was to be very choosy.”

The biggest and most important space in town 
dedicated to Mexican contemporary fine art

Galería Corsica

Representing top contemporary Mexican artists in 
a mostly American and Canadian market has been 
a challenge for Jean Pierre and José since it’s been 
hard to educate people on the subject. José says 
that “you can really tell when a collector enters the 
gallery because he distinguishes immediately the 
quality of the pieces that are displayed and, knowing 
what this kind of art is worth, usually says that our 
prices are really inexpensive. On the contrary, there 
are some people that come to the gallery and love 
what they see but don’t know anything about the 
artists or Mexican art for the matter.

It’s then that we know we have to start the 
education process. People get really excited when 
they learn that José Luis Cuevas is the most famous 
living Mexican artist in the whole world, or that 
Manuel Felguérez is the most important abstract 
Mexican artist of all times. They just can’t believe 
that such important artists works are actually 
displayed at Corsica.”

Galería Corsica features the works of some other 
important masters such as Flor Minor, Agustín Castro 
and Miguel Carrillo together with some younger 
but consolidated  talents such as and Rodrigo de la 
Sierra, Rocío Caballero, Diego Luz, Hartwig Lugo, 
Ricardo Fernández, and Cesar Córdoba, to name just 
a few.

Galería Corsica has 5 exhibit rooms and a courtyard 
at 230 Leona Vicario, and an alternate space at 735 
Guadalupe Sánchez, both in downtown Puerto 
Vallarta. Phone: 223-1821. www.galeriacorsica.com
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JOE HARRINGTONby

This week’s recommendation: 
Scrooge (1951) a.k.a.: A Christmas 
Carol with Alastair Sim playing the 
miser.  Why review a movie that almost 
everyone over the age of five has 
seen, and more than once?  Arguably, 
besides movies involving the actual 
Nativity, this film involving Charles 
Dickens’s story is hands-down the 
best about the spirit of Christmas.  

It’s a Wonderful Life (1946) is a close 
second.  That Jimmy Stewart movie 
has a message about not despairing, 
not losing faith with those that love 
you, and above all appreciating the 
gift of life no matter what acid tasting 

dish it serves you.  Not bad thoughts 
to remind ourselves of every once in 
awhile.  However, Christmas is just 
a production value backdrop to this 
flick.  It could just as well have taken 
place on Thanksgiving or Easter.

There have been many adaptations 
of A Christmas Carol.  Like in 1938, 
starring Reginald Owen, the Muppets 
did one, as well as Mickey Mouse and 
Bill Murray, even Patrick Stewart of 
Star Trek: the Next Generation fame.  
None stack up to Alastair Sim’s.  This 
story is a classic example of the use of 
the three-act play – meaning a premise 
that leads to character, conflict and 

conclusion. In this movie, Scrooge 
begins as the antagonist and ends as 
the protagonist.  The premise is greed 
leads to unhappiness, generosity 
leads to joy. First act introduces the 
characters.  We meet Scrooge and all 
the people he has been treating with 
miserly contempt, even hatred.  

Second act has conflict.  We see 
Scrooge go through the terror of 
facing how he has thrown happiness 
away.  His fiancée says, as she hands 
his engagement ring back, “You 
have another idol now, a golden 
one.”  She’s right.  Over and over he 
makes choices founded on greed.  Old 
Ebenezer realizes the reality of who he 
has been, who he is, and who he will 
become.  Not a pretty autobiography. 

The third act shows resolution.  This 
begins when a wailing and repentant 
Scrooge flings himself on his own 
tombstone and then awakens in his 
lifetime unshared bed.  Scrooge, now a 
changed and saved man, demonstrates 
the true spirit of Christmas: Loving 
his neighbor as much as himself.   

And the Alastair Sim version is far 
truer to its source material than any 
made before or since.  It starts and 
finishes with the narrator quoting the 
exact words from the novel.  It is a 
textbook example for screenwriters 
doing adaptations from another 
source. 

This movie does take a few liberties, 
but one would be hard pressed to 
quibble with them, even mean-spirited 
to find fault.  For instance, in the 
beginning of the movie, Scrooge eats 
a solitary dinner in a restaurant.  He 
asks the waiter, “More bread.”

The waiter replies, “Hay penny 
more.” Scrooge takes on the look of 
someone who has just had rancid 
lemon juice squirted in his face.  He 
rasps, “No more bread.”

This dialogue is not in Dickens’ 
work.  Nor is the following example. 

Near the end of the film, Scrooge 
goes to his nephew’s home.  Ebenezer 
enters the house, walks into the parlor 
and asks his nephew’s wife, “After 
all these years can you forgive a pig-
headed old fool for having no eyes to 
see with and no ears to hear with?” 

Both of these additions by a 
screenwriter born in a different century 
than the one in which Dickens wrote 

his 1843 masterpiece are brilliant 
examples of enhancing the original.  
They added to the story, rather 
than intruding or clashing.  They fit 
perfectly the character that Dickens 
created and strongly emphasis the 
transition he has made.

Following the life of this miserable, 
grasping, wrenching miser is 
mesmerizing.  His epiphany is 
triumphant.  I have seen this film at 
least fifty times.  Probably way more 
as it is an annual treat I allow myself 
and sometimes watch more than once 
each holiday season.  It never grows 
old -- never stales.  And this fine work 
has a message we all need as we trod 
through our life saddled with what 
we have done in the past, are doing in 
the present, and wondering about the 
future.  We can change.  Redemption 
is possible.  

We live in troubled times.  Movies 
that uplift, that inspire, that give joy are 
more important now than ever before.  
And we need to watch the ones that 
do inspire, uplift and give joy over and 
over, just to reinforce that happiness is 
possible, that we can change, we can 
become a better person.

There is hope.
That said, I wish you all in our Puerto 

Vallarta (talk about living a wonderful 
life) a very Merry Christmas and God 
bless us every one.

Joe Harrington is an internationally 
published author and documentary 

filmmaker.  He can be reached 
with suggestions or criticism at 

JoeMoiveMadness@Yahoo.com.
Artwork by Bob Crabb.  
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UTE HAGEN – born in 1944 
in Meissen, Germany, emigrated 
to Canada in 1965 and moved 
to Mexico in 1973. At the age of 
16, she entered an apprenticeship 
for cabinet making in Oberursel, 
Germany. Later she studied art 
under the tutelage of artists Gerda 
Werner & Georg Hieronymi 
in Germany, Gita Segerscog 
in Mexico City & “Emily Carr 
College of Art” in Vancouver, 

Canada. Ute realized her first solo show at age 15 at the Heinrich Olle 
Gallery, Oberursel, Germany (1959). “Expressing on canvas is what 
speaks to my heart, my objectives are color, movement and feeling. 
It is important to me that a painting ‘sings’, has ‘life’ and projects 
emotions.” Her work captures the colors and textures of Mexico and 
presents them with a powerful clarity of European design. With perfect 
technique her paintings are powerfully executed and exciting to view.  Never 
static, full of movement, her work is reminiscent of Van Gogh, a brilliant 
spirit shining through. Fascinating is a work to both describe Ute, as well 
as her paintings. Ute has spent the last year living in Vallarta - the positive 
experience of exploring Vallarta brings a new light to her latest works.  
 

YVAN GENEST, international painter, now shares his time between 
Montreal and Puerto Vallarta. This tall, gentle-natured man created his first 
exhibit in 1976, at Galeria La Chamade in Rennes, France. Eight years 
later his reputation followed him to Montreal, where he exhibited at the 
Galerie Au Coin des Artistes. 
In the mid 90’s, his work was 
introduced to Vallarta and ever 
since he has been one of the 
main artists of the Vallarta Art 
scene. His experiences with 
different cities, other people 
and their customs are reflected 
is his paintings - airplanes, fish, 
trips, people. In Mexico he is 
particularly inspired by the 
freedom he finds in Mexican 
crafts and the colorful life here. With his light, luminous and eye-catching 
colors, his distorted and imaginative forms and figures, Genest brings to 
life a fascinating world which parallels our own... He will tell you that 
he was greatly influenced by expressionism of different periods, such as 
Francis Bacon, Picasso, Satin and Chagall.  Yvan has an incredible sense 
for color. His paintings are bright and cheerful, all combined with sense 
of freedom and fun. Even if you do not understand them, you want to see 
more of his paintings and are compelled to purchase one. 

Galleria Dante is located at Basilio Badillo #269. 
Cocktail party 6 to 10 p.m. on Friday, December 28th.

Ute Hagen & Yvan Genest 
Open at Galleria Dante
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Yes, this magnificent play will be on the stage in this venue shortly after the 
New Year arrives.

What a wonderful way to start 2013! The large talented cast of actors is getting 
more excited each day. Karrie has done it again! Ken is hard at work every day, 
making the sets that will greatly enhance this tremendous production.

Many of the actors you probably have seen over the years in other productions, 
but several of them are new to this stage. One of the most notable of the new 
personalities is the very talented young lady who Karrie discovered to place in 
the role of Auntie Mame. 

She has a sparkling personality, and is a natural actress. It is a great pleasure 
for all of us to be able to be on stage with her.

And that is why we, the supporting cast, are getting more excited each day that 
we have the privilege of rehearsing with her.

After my 16 years of performing in theater here in Puerto Vallarta, once again 
I am eagerly looking forward to having the opportunity to be on stage with such 
a fantastic group of actors.

From the minute you enter the theater, you too will see and feel the joy of being 
there. Don’t miss this one.

Tickets will soon be available, so be sure to get yours before all of the 
performances are sold out.

Two of Puerto Vallarta’s biggest Kenny Rogers & 
Dolly Parton fans are heading to the Paradise Stage 
again to celebrate the lives and music of these legendary 
country music superstars.

Talented husband and wife duo, Todd & Gaye 
Ringness, has been performing the hit songs of Rogers 
and Parton for nearly nine years. They say they can’t 
imagine ever getting tired of sharing their great music 
with their fellow fans. Their hit show “Dolly Would if 
Kenny Could” has changed a little over the years, but 
the basics remain the same: a lively musical tribute to 
two extraordinary musicians who helped change the 
face of popular country music. The Ringness’s say 
they feel privileged to perform on the Paradise Stage, 
considering the company they keep there: the Banderas 
Bay Jazz Allstars perform on December 28th, and 
Kassiano brings his Caribbean show on December 29th.

Guests at their most recent performance literally leapt 
to their feet at the end of the show, and later shared 
that they had experienced nearly every emotion during 
the show. Wiping away tears, laughing heartily, singing 
along, recalling fond memories - all in one show. 

Country music is alive and kickin’ in Paradise

Auntie Mame is coming to the Boutique Theater in January

FRANK MEYERby

The 7 Arts18

The Ringness’s report that last March, they met 
a woman who had been married to a drummer for 
Kenny Rogers. She told them, “I just know both Dolly 
& Kenny would be very proud of your show!”

Lots of laughs and more than 20 of Rogers and Parton 
hits are included in “Dolly Would if Kenny Could”, in 
addition to two surprise medleys that feature music 
from nearly a dozen other country and gospel music 
makers. You can expect to hear beautiful renditions 
of Coat of Many Colors, I Will Always Love You, She 
Believes in Me, Lady, and many more.

“Dolly Would if Kenny Could” returns to the 
Paradise Stage at 8 p.m. on Thursday, December 
27th. A roasted 1/2 chicken dinner is available with 
the show, for only $350 pesos, but you have to order 
these tickets by 12 noon on December 26th. You 
can also enjoy just the show for $200 pesos. VIP 
seating is $300 pesos and includes two drinks. Show 
tickets are available at the door or online at www.
ParadiseCommunityCenter.com

The PCC is located at 127 Pulpito in the Zona 
Romantica on Vallarta’s southside.
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Galeria Pacifico will celebrate the holiday 
season by inaugurating a solo exhibition of new 
oil paintings, terracotta sculptures and fused glass 
panels by the internationally acclaimed artist, 
Hugo Barajas. The first cocktail reception will 
occur on December 26th to be followed by a second 
on January 2nd, with both of these events occurring 
from 6 to 10 PM during the weekly Art Walks on 
Wednesday nights in the Historic Center of Puerto 
Vallarta. 

Barajas is originally from Guadalajara but now 
lives in the Vallarta area.  He started drawing 
shortly after he could walk and was painting 
on canvas at seven years old. Since then he has 
become highly skilled in several techniques and 
disciplines besides painting, to include cast bronze 
and terracotta sculptures, stained glass and fused glass panels, drawings, 
and engravings. Hugo has been invited for the third time to include work 
in the prestigious Biennial of Florence, Italy, an event that features many of 

Galeria Pacifico inaugurates a new 
exhibition by Hugo Barajas: “Faces/Caras”

the top artists in the world. Barajas has also won awards in major museum 
competitions in Mexico, including the second largest in the country, the 
Hospicio Cultural Cabañas in Guadalajara. 

Two years ago he presented an exhibit of 30 fused glass panels of up to 
30 by 60 inches at the Mexican Consulate to Canada in Montreal, Quebec. 
One of Hugo’s Canadian collectors is the co-founder of the world famous 
Cirque du Soleil. Clients from Australia, Europe, Canada, the United 

States and throughout Mexico have acquired 
Barajas’ work from Galeria Pacifico during his six 
years there. 

Although some the artist’s colorful creations 
show an influence of cubism, his inspiration is to 
experiment and seek variety in a common theme. 
This particular exhibition features over 40 pieces 
depicting interpretations of the human face, mostly 
female but varying greatly in style from figurative 
to nearly abstract. Many feature secondary faces 
in the design and a few are intended to be turned 
upside down to reveal another image. 

The exhibition will remain mounted until 
January 22nd, and the gallery always shows a 
significant display of Hugo’s work at their second 
floor location at 174 Aldama, downtown. 

Galeria Pacifico wishes Happy Holidays to all, 
and would like to give notice that the Malecon 

Sculpture Tour conducted by owner Gary Thompson will be canceled on 
December 25th and January 1st, resuming on the 8th.
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Let’s start with the facts: 
all Champagnes are sparkling 
wines but not all sparkling wines 
are Champagne. According to 
French law, and for the most part 
respected by the rest of the world, 
only sparkling wines made from 
grapes grown in the region of 
Champagne can be called 
Champagne, made from a blend 
of up to three grape varietals 
– Pinot noir, Chardonnay and 
Pinot meunier. Elsewhere in 
the world, any number and 
combination of grape varietals 
are used, producing an ever-
increasing variety of sparkling 
wines.

The bubbles are carbon dioxide 
built up in the wines during a 
second fermentation process and 
released only when the bottle has 
been opened. But not all bubbles 
are created equal. Two methods 
are most common: “Méthode 
Champenoise” and the Charmat 
process, and the difference 
between the two begins 

NINA GOODHOPEby

About Wines & Spirits

Champagne vs. Sparkling Wine

following the first fermentation 
which produces still wine. 

In the Charmat process, sugar 
and yeast are added to large 
stainless steel tanks to induce 
the second fermentation. For the 
Méthode Champenoise (a.k.a. 
bottle fermentation) the yeast and 
sugar are added to bottled still wine 
for fermentation. This is the only 
method allowed in Champagne and 
takes up to 18 months of riddling 
- giving the bottles a quarter turn 
every day until all of the dead yeast 
accumulates in the neck of the 
bottle. At this point the bottle necks 
are frozen and are then “disgorged” 
(opened). The pressure shoots out 
the frozen yeast “ice cube” and the 
bottle is then topped off with the 
same champagne for a “Brut” or 
with a dosage of sugar if a sweeter 
champagne is desired, like “Sec” or 
“Demi-Sec”.

All across the world, sparkling 
wines are produced from a 
multitude of grape varietals and 
blends. Navarro Correas, a leading 

producer of premium Argentinean 
wines, makes a “brut Malbec 
rosé” that is exquisite in flavor and 
mouth feel. In Mexico, there are 
a few producers, including Viña 
Doña Dolores, a branch of Spain’s 
famous Freixenet Cava Winery. 
Doña Dolores sparkling wines – 
bruts and reserves - are made from 
a blend of Saint Emilion, Chenin 
Macabeu and Pinot Noir, while their 
sparkling rosé is predominantly 
Pinot Noir with an added touch of 
Macabeu.

A few major French champagne 
houses, such as Taittinger, have set 
up shop in Napa Valley, teaming 
up with Chardonnay and Pinot 
noir growers to bottle some really 
extraordinary sparklers, Domaine 
Carneros being one of my favorites.

There is certainly something 
very celebratory about opening 
a bottle of bubbly, but since 
sparkling wines come in all 
price ranges, it need not be 
reserved for special occasions. 
Sparkling wines pair well 
with virtually all foods and 
are perfect as a dessert wine 
or for sipping while watching 
a sunset or sitting poolside. 
Cheers!

Nina Goodhope is a wine and spirits 
aficionado as well as co-proprietor of 
Cork+Bottle in Los Mercados, Aquiles 
Serdan 265 in Colonia Emiliano 
Zapata/Romantic Zone. She enjoys 
fine wines and great food to pair them 
with. Stop in and ask her any wine 
or spirits questions you may have.
www.losmercadospv.com Tel.: 222-2806
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Still unsure about what to do on Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New 
Year’s Eve or New Year’s Day? Heaven knows that there’s no shortage of 
choices in our award-winning, gastronomically-renowned resort!

Puerto Vallarta is rated second only to Mexico City when it comes to 
gourmet restaurants of all types: Argentinean, Austrian, Chinese, Cuban, 
French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Mediterranean, Vietnamese, 
Philippine, Swiss, Thai, and of course… Mexican – among others.

And the settings are as different as the fare: on the beach, up on a hill 
overlooking the town and / or the bay, lush cozy gardens, old haciendas, 
elegant surroundings… The choice is yours. Whether you’re thinking of a 
traditional Christmas or New Year’s dinner, or something a little different, a 
number of the area’s restaurants are serving up holiday meals that’ll keep you 
out of the kitchen - and in a festive mood!

Some of them have listed their menus and prices on their web sites or 
Facebook page.  Do check them out! 

Whatever you decide, we wish you a deliciously Merry Christmas!

* * * * *
At Chez Elena – The Annual Christmas Eve & Christmas night traditional 

dinner - $295 pesos - includes a glass of wine, mixed green salad, full turkey 
plate with or without mole and all the trimmings.  A dessert with coffee or tea 
follows.  The regular menu will also be available.  Service from 6 to 11 p.m.  

La Luna – Please check out their ad in this issue for more information.

At Vitea – After a long 
wait, the Malecon in 
front of this oceanfront 
Bistro has finally been 
remodeled with a new 
look: A mixture of stone 
& concrete creating a new 
and more modern image. 
The 3-course Christmas 
Eve menu ($380 pesos) 
offers a choice of each 

course as well as live music to enliven the evening. The glorious view of the 
sun setting over the Bay is free. The regular menu and a vegetarian alternative 
will also be available.

Coco Tropical – Please check out their ad in this issue for more information.

El Arrayan is offering a special Christmas Eve menu that includes some of 
their favorite childhood recipes, in addition to their regular A la Carte menu: 
‘Romeritos’ with shrimp cakes in ‘Oaxacan Mole’, Stuffed suckling pig roast, 
Salt Cod ‘Vizcaína’, Premium pork chop in ‘Fruit Mole’, as well as one glass 
of sparkling wine. A children’s menu is also available. Mexican live music 
will be performed by ‘Ampersan’.

Coco’s Kitchen - Please check out their ad in this issue for more information.

Trio – This award-winning Mediterranean restaurant is offering a 4-course 
menu (with choices) for $480 pesos. Regular A la Carte menu is also available. 

D’z Route 66 Diner - Please check out their ad in this issue for more 
information. 

Holiday Dinners at Vallarta Restaurants
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TOMMY CLARKSONby

Planting Roots in Mexico

December 28th, 2012 - Join Mike Laking, 
International Award winning Digital 
Photography Artisan for a Free Workshop 
at the Vallarta Botanical Gardens. ¨Photos 
for Floral Art¨. Mike will show you how 
to create art from your photographs, how 

to choose the right printer, ink and paper, how to get FREE photoshop video 
lessons and the BONUS a chance to win a ¨One on One¨ with Mike!!

January 5th and 6th, 2013 - The Psychic Faire. Daily Readings starting at 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. (tarot, palm reading, etc...), prices start at $250 pesos (15-minute 
reading) and a special Saturday event, from 4 to 7 p.m.: “Past Life Regression” 
costs begin at $350 Pesos. For more information, please call us at 223-6182 or 
reserve on-line at www.vbgardens.org

Upcoming schedule of events for the Vallarta Botanical Gardens
January 26th, 2013 - Diversity Day - 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. An extraordinary day 

with the Gay community. A day filled with fun! The River Jamboree, Tea Dance 
with Deejay Jesus, Workshops, Speed Dating, Line Dancing, The Vendor Mart, 
and our famous “Bonfire of the Vanities” plus much more …starting at $250 
peso per person. Also includes entrance fee to the Gardens and a free cocktail!! 
Facebook us at Diversity Day 2013… it is ¨Return to Brokeback Mountain¨!

February 5th, 2013 - ¨Membership Appreciation Day¨. It is our chance 
to say thank you to all of our members and their support to the gardens. 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Entrance to the Gardens, Maricachi, El Tuito dancers, authentic 
Mexican buffet, plus a host of surprises!!

You can always view our webpage at www.vbgardens.org or call Steve at 
223-6182. His email is stephenclay@vbgardens.org

For many throughout the 
Americas, this bright, red-topped 
plant is synonymous with the year-
end holidays.  Named after Joel R. 
Poensett, the first US Ambassador to 
Mexico, it was he who introduced it 
to the United States in 1828 during a 
return trip home.  

In Mexico it is called Noche Buena 
originating from a several centuries 
old legend.  Supposedly, on Christmas 
Eve, a little girl named Pepita was sad 
as she had no gift for the Christ Child.  
As she walked to church, she gathered 
weeds along the road that she thought 
were pretty.  Upon arriving at the 
church, as she approached the altar, a 
miracle was said to happen when the 
weeds blossomed into brilliant flowers.  
These came to be called Flores de 
Noche Buena (Flowers of the Holy 
Night).

In the wild, Poinsettias are found 
in some of Mexico’s hot, seasonally 
dry forests as well as in its deciduous 
tropical forests along the entire Pacific 
coast, all the way down to Guatemala.  

Outdoors, these can 
easily grow to three 

meters or so, but if not 
pruned can become leggy!

Poinsettia
Eupharbia pulcherrima
Family: Euphorbiaceae
(Also called: Atatürk flower)   

With functional purposes years ago, the 
Aztecs used the plant to produce red 
dye and as an antipyretic medication 
– reducing bodily temperatures during 
fevers.

Now, through hybridization, there 
are over 100 varieties.  Their colors 
range beyond the traditional, red, 
pink, cream and white plants to pastel 
yellow, orange, pale green, or marbled 
and dramatic bi-color variants.  Like 
the Bougainvillea, what many think are 
flowers, are, in fact, colored bracts or 

leaves. The actual flowers are grouped 
within the small yellow structures in 
the center of each leaf bunch and are 
called cyathia. 

Grown outdoors, it is easily capable 
of growing up to 8 -10 feet outdoors.  
However, without bi-monthly pruning 
it can become quite “leggy” and lose 
its attractiveness.

For quite some time Poinsettias 
have gotten a bum rap with claims that 
they are poisonous.  In fact, human 
or pet ingestion of them is probably 
no different than that of eating any 
other common houseplant – an upset 
stomach.  Extensive testing has proven 
that they are not toxic or unsafe to 
have in one’s house or even being put 
into compost piles.  Now, that having 

been said, these plants exude a milky 
sap to which some people might be 
sensitive and which could, in some 
cases cause an itchy rash.  Accordingly, 
I’d recommend that one be careful to 
not rub one’s eyes after touching these 
plants.

For growing potted poinsettias there 

are four important factors:  Light, heat, 
water and humidity.  They prefer an 
optimum of indirect sunlight.  So if 
kept inside they won’t like a window 
with a northern exposure!  

To maintain the longest blooming 
period possible, they like the 65 – 75oF 
temperature range and care not a whit 
for extreme shifts in temperature.  Cold 
drafts – or allowing the leaves to touch 
a cold window – will cause leaf injury.  
Water when the potting soil feels dry 
and until it drains from the bottom, but 
do not let the plant sit in water.  Lastly, 
as tropical plants, understandably, they 
prefer humid environs. 

And, there are many on-line sites 
on keeping potted holiday poinsettias 
alive year around. 

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, 
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-
terraced tropical paradise nestled on a hill 
overlooking the magnificent vista of Santiago 
Bay.  Leisurely meander its curved, paved 
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious 
array of palms, plants and flowers from all 
over the world. Or, e-mail questions to him at 
olabrisa@gmail.com

In Mexico, this holiday 
favorite is called Flores de 
Noche Buena (Flowers of 

the Holy Night).

Ya’ gotta’ admit, 
just looking at it says 

“Holidays!”

Their colors range beyond the 
traditional red, through pink, cream 

and white plants to pastel yellow, 
orange, pale green, or marbled and 

dramatic bi-color variants.
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ANNA REISMANby

Over the years, I’ve often written about how blessed I 
think those of us who live here are. We witness things that 
city dwellers don’t get to see unless they travel outside of 
their boundaries, things like humpback whales singing, courting 
and breaching, sea turtles laying their eggs and then the release 
ceremonies we humans organize for their hatchlings, dolphins 
frolicking around our water taxis, etc. etc.

And just when I think I’ve seen it all, something brand new 
comes around. I love it!

This season –for me- it was the arrival of the HD transmissions 
from New York’s famous Metropolitan Opera, at our local Teatro 
Vallarta.

My friends and I attended their performance of Giuseppe 
Verdi’s “Aïda” last Saturday. Four hours long, not including Paco 
Ojeda’s excellent little seminar previous to the 
show. Four acts, two intermissions. Sure, it 
was long, but oh so spectacular! 

In case you didn’t know, I eavesdrop a lot. 
The Mexican gentleman seated next to me told 
his friend, “I’m 37 years old and I’ve never 
seen or heard an opera. I think I’m lucky that 
this is my first one. Wow! Que maravilia!”  
And a lady walking behind me on our way 
back to our seats after one of the intermissions 
was telling her friend, “You know, I’ve been 
attending the opera in San Francisco for twenty 
years, but I’ve never enjoyed any as much as 
today’s! I learned so much, and we get to see 
everything that goes on backstage this way…”

If you’re an opera lover, I recommend that 
you attend one or more of the ones scheduled 
for the new year.  

As mentioned previously, I did go to see The Rocky Horror 
Show at the Palm – once again. All I can say is that if you 
haven’t seen it yet, it’s another one of those must-sees, though 
diametrically opposite of Verdi’s “Aïda” … You can still reserve 
a ticket for one of the performances at the end of the month at 
www.thepalmpv.com

By the time you read this, some of you will have already 
attended the “Alegría” concert performed by the Puerto Vallarta 
Men’s Chorus at Teatro Vallarta last Wednesday. I sincerely hope 
that you enjoyed it.  Did you see me on stage?  I was one of 
only two women participating in the show, the other being a very 
young, talented and beautiful Virgin Mary.  

I, on the other hand, tried to portray Golde, Tevye’s wife, 
in the number taken from “Fiddler on the Roof”.  Let me 
tell you a secret: Firstly, it’s been exactly 50 years since 
I last “acted” on stage …and it took me forever to find a 
blouse that buttoned all the way up at the neck.  Oh well, it 

was fun, and that Chorus is amazing!
Now I’m looking forward to Auntie Mame at the Boutique 

Theatre, and I intend to go see Kassiano, again (for the Nth 
time) at the Paradise Community Center.  I’ve known that man 
for some 15 years now and I never cease to be amazed by his 
limitless energy, something he transmits to his audience at every 
show he performs. People just stand up and dance in their seats, 
it never fails. Besides, I don’t think that even Lou Rawls can do 
Lou Rawls like Kassiano can…  What makes this show even 
better is that proceeds go to Pastor Ric Lehman’s CompassioNet.

So, going from delights of the sights and sounds to those of the 
palate, I’m truly happy to see that Vitea has reopened after a few 
days’ closure due to the “repair/remodeling” of the section of the 

Malecon in front of the restaurant.
I want to share something typical of 

Vallarta with you… I intended to drop in 
to say hello to my friend Cindy at Archie’s 
Wok last week, only to find out that they 
were breaking up the entire length of the 
sidewalk in front of her restaurant, to install 
yet another pipe. I think it is meant to house 
all the electrical wiring leading up to the 
“new” pier – which is now scheduled to 
be ready sometime in January (only a year 
and a half late).  Someone posted a photo of 
what will be multi-colored neon lights they 
intend to use on it at night.  Definitely not 
fitting into the “image of the typical Mexican 
pueblito” …in my humble opinion.  

Good news: The Colina Free Spay & 
Neuter Clinic has now officially reopened! 

Their new location is 491 Venustiano Carranza, opposite 
Carniceria Colin and La Luna.  

If you’re reading this, it means that the end of the world 
according to some interpretations of the Mayan calendar …
didn’t happen. It means that those who interpreted the date as 
the beginning of a new cycle were right. I’m glad.

Consequently, I wish a most happy birthday to all the 
Capricorns out there, and a most Merry Christmas to everyone!  
I hope we all decide to share our good fortune with the less 
fortunate, and may our Mirror always reflect us as happy and 
healthy.  Hasta la proxima. sheis@ymail.com
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GISELLE BELANGERby
RN, LCSW

When couples split up, it is always 
for a reason. At least one partner really 
felt the need to leave. For most, it takes 
a lot of courage. They struggle as the 
days and weeks drag on, wondering 
what they should do, enduring the 
unhappiness, the arguments, or the 
indifference of one or both of them, 
until finally they muster up enough 
courage to decide to leave. 

The one who leaves
Some leave without giving their 

partner any warning, while others 
discuss it first. Many who leave 
without warning know that is for their 
own safety, for instance, in a domestic 
violence situation where they fear their 
partner’s reaction. Others’ choose not 
to discuss it because they know their 
partner would succeed in convincing 
them to stay and so they protect 
themselves from that vulnerability. 

I respect and admire the strength 
and courage it takes for someone to 
leave a relationship. It is much more 
difficult than when both partners agree 
that it’s the best thing to do or that it’s 
what they both want. 

When to cut-off 
communication

The one left behind
I also empathize immensely with 

the pain the partner left behind is 
feeling. They are usually very sad 
and devastated. Many are very angry 
and many want to fight to save the 
relationship. They have been slapped 
with reality and the true unhappiness 
of their partner and now they want 
to try harder than ever to fix things. 
Ironically, once their partner is gone, 
they begin to pay more attention than 
ever to their partner. They frantically 
call, leave messages, send numerous 
e-mails, make contact on Facebook, 
etc. Suddenly, their partner is the 
center of every thought. They are 
consumed by how to get him/her back.

A wake-up call
In many cases, this is a very positive 

response and can produce some 
fabulous results. Their partner leaving 
is exactly what they needed to bonk 
them on the head and wake them up 
out of whatever minimization and 
denial they were living in or to shake 
them free from their rigid point of 
view that they spent the past months or 

years defending, therefore refusing to 
change. This gives the couple exactly 
what they’ve been waiting for; a 
chance to seriously and honestly work 
on the relationship issues that brought 
them to this point. 

In other cases, the partner who left 
really is finished. They are sure they 
don’t want their partner chasing after 
them or convincing them to work 
on anything. In their minds, they are 
already planning their future, free of 
the relationship and the stress and pain 
and it caused. They have no interest 
in looking back, no matter if it hurts 
and they are crying every day; no 
matter how much they still love their 
partner. They know they made the 
right decision. They sincerely do not 
want their partner chasing after them, 
begging to fix things. They really 
do want to be left alone. Many ask 
specifically for the respect not to be 
contacted. 

Acceptance 
This is very hard for the partner left 

behind to accept. It feels passive, like 
their hands are tied. They don’t want 
to just sit back and accept it. They 
really struggle with respecting their 
partner’s request for no contact and 
with accepting the inevitable collapse 
of the relationship. Even without any 
contact, they still spend a lot of time 
trying to figure out what to do to save 
the relationship. It is very difficult for 
them to accept they are in a situation 
over which they have no control; 
that they are powerless to change 
the outcome. Surrendering is the last 
thing they want to do. And yet, it is 
exactly what they must do; what they 
are being challenged to do.

Meant to be?
Most of us react strongly when we 

are about to lose something or someone 
by clinging tighter than ever before. 
“It” all of a sudden gains importance 
and priority. All we can see or feel 
is how much we don’t want to suffer 
loss (in this case, the relationship). We 
are so blinded by the need to prevent 
such a loss that we cannot see how it 
might be best for us or our partner. 
We don’t even stop to consider all of 
the good that may come from such a 
loss. How would our life change and 
improve? How would we grow? What 

opportunities would come our way? 
What ones could we now be open to 
or be free to embrace? 

Nothing changes if nothing 
changes. If you both continue with 
the same dynamics as before, how do 
either of you move on? Set each other 
free and see what happens.

I have so many friends - myself 
included - who have gone through 
break-ups and moved on to many 
new exciting adventures. One friend 
traveled throughout Europe with her 
next boyfriend, another moved out 
of town and got her master’s degree, 
another met a guy from Spain and 
they share going back and forth for at 
least a month at a time. I have other 
friends who have left emotionally and 
verbally abusive relationships and 
now say they don’t know why they 
stayed so long and that they forgot 
what it was like to be happy. I know 
guys that were free to attract and 
accept wonderful career opportunities 
because they were free to make the 
decision and devote the time. One guy 
met a much more compatible woman 
for him and said that he didn’t know 
relationships could be so satisfying. 

What are you supposed to learn?
Also consider what you are supposed 

to learn from this opportunity. 
Learning to set or respect limits and 
boundaries is a huge one, especially if 
you are the one sending daily e-mails 
when your partner has specifically 
said “no contact”. Learning how to 
control your impulsivity and need to 
react immediately to something they 
told you or 5 of her friends told you. 
Imagine learning not to manipulate 
what they see on Facebook or actually 
learning to go through a whole 
day thinking of yourself and your 
work without obsessing about your 
partner. Imagine the possibilities of 
your personal growth if you would 
accept the need for it and embrace 
the challenges and endure the pain of 
change.

If you really love your partner, 
shouldn’t you want what is best for 
them and what makes them happy? 

If you love yourself, shouldn’t you 
start being really honest and admit 
what makes you happy and what 
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Body & Sol
KRYSTAL FROSTby
organic-select@hotmail.com

Is there a way to get through these festivities 
without gaining or suffering from over indulgence 
and anxiety?  Read on, Dear Reader.

(1) Plan ahead.   We have feelings and emotions 
that resurface during the holiday season and it is 
important to have a plan for when those feelings 
arise so that we do not behave in a self-destructive 
way.  Pass me the fudge and Champagne please, 
here come the kids… (mom, dad… grandparents...)

(2) Take care of your body! Traveling around 
town during the holiday season can be physically 
exhausting with all the bad food, long lines... 
climatic changes.  Make sure your body has an 
opportunity to stretch and that your muscles are 
given a break and a chance to relax.  Get that 
massage or facial you have been promising yourself 
and drop in on a class or two.

(3) Be sure to get enough sleep! The hustle and 
bustle of the season may be exciting, but depriving 
your mind and body of sleep can create an unhealthy 
imbalance, which will interfere with your ability to 

Visions of sugarplums...

handle stress positively.  How about just sleeping 
in?  Also, sleep being the best for remedy for colds 
and flu.

(4) Listen to your body! During the holiday 
season it is easy to neglect our hunger and fullness 
signals. Try to maintain a balanced meal system 
and be kind to yourself about what you are eating.  
Eat a little something before going out to dine, 
it helps keep your blood sugar in balance while 
waiting for that fabulous late dinner and wine with 
friends and family.

(5) Take time for yourself! Plan to spend some 
time everyday to watch the sunset, take a walk, 
write, or just be. In order to maintain a perspective 
on the holiday season, it is important that you 
take some time to reflect on your experiences and 
attitudes.  Reflection and abundance... Those are 
big questions… so go ahead and ponder…

(6) Make sure that there is food available that 
you feel comfortable eating. Offer to bring a dish 
so that you are sure there will be food available for 
you. It is ideal to have as little anxiety as possible 
surrounding the food, especially during this 
season.  I usually offer an organic salad, at least I 
know I will be getting my enzymes that will help 
digest exotic food combinations.

(7)  If you find that you are berating yourself 
for over-indulging or eating foods you normally 
would not eat, try giving yourself a BREAK... 
Remember that we are taught from childhood the 
complex mixture of food, eating, sharing, loving, 
caring… it can be confusing. 

Try to stay free of HOOK-INS to negative 
energy from kids, parents, siblings and all those 
complicated relationships… really is that old 
battleground worth it??  It’s called surrender and 
is a hard lesson to practice when those old buttons 
are pushed.

(8) Enjoy yourself! Make sure you take time to 
enjoy the people around you and the essence of 
the holiday season. This sometimes takes courage 
and just down right giving in to the Brady Bunch 
depictions of the holidays which do not resemble 
the reality when the clan gets together... But... let’s 
get into the space of appreciation of and joy of the 
moment.

And now we have New Year’s to get through!

Krystal Frost is a long time resident of Puerto Vallarta. Graduate of University of 
Guadalajara, and specialized in cosmetic acupuncture at Bastyr University in Washington 
State. She is the owner of Body & Sol for over 15 years where she practices traditional Chinese 
medicine, acupuncture, massage therapy, yoga, meditation and nutritional counseling. She 
has created healing programs for individuals, retreats and spas. Questions and comments may 
be directed to organic-select@hotmail.com

you want and are no longer willing to tolerate 
in your life and in a relationship? Make a 
complete list of the things that were good and 
bad in the relationship. Make yourself aware 
of the things you do not want to repeat in the 
next relationship. Explore this past relationship 
and make a list of the things you did wrong to 
contribute to the problem and consider how 
to correct them. Embrace this crisis as an 
opportunity to grow and change and to improve 
yourself. The healthier you are, the healthier 
the person you will attract in the future.

Giselle Belanger, RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) 
is available for appointments in person, by 
phone, or by skype webcam. Contact info: 
ggbelanger@sbcglobal.net, Mex cell: 044 
(322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203.
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by ALI HERNANDEZ

Eating too much and leading a sedentary lifestyle will 
cause an accumulation of fat, thus the loss of your figure. 
Smoking leads to premature aging of the skin, which will 
look pale due to poor oxygenation. Constant stress and 
lack of sleep will also deteriorate your organism causing 
you to lose self-esteem. Stop those bad habits once and 
for all, and start to improve yourself through exercise. 
Exercise will help you to:

Burn calories, eliminate excess body fat and regain a 
harmonious figure.

Increase your muscle mass so you can become firmer 
and more athletic.

Complement any diet while eliminating waste and 
toxins.

Control your appetite and weight gain.
Fight insomnia and eliminate fatigue.

Physical benefits:
Organs – It strengthens not 

only the heart and lungs, but also 
your joints.

Muscles – It increases their 
intake of oxygen, their tone, 
strength and volume.

Bones – It increases their 
strength, flexibility, resistance 
and density.

Functions – It improves blood circulation, breathing, 
digestion, immune system and metabolism.

Levels – It regulates the level of triglycerides, 
cholesterol and blood sugar.

Resistance – It lowers your cardiac rate, improving 
your resistance and physical state.

Disease prevention - Exercising daily can prevent or 
treat many diseases such as:

Cardiovascular – by reducing bad cholesterol levels and 
raising the good one’s, protects arteries preventing the 
risk of heart attacks and strokes, lowering blood pressure

Diabetes – exercise is one of the main treatments 
against diabetes as it reduces its risk (when combined 
with medical care and a good diet) as it helps control 
blood sugar levels.

Cancer – significantly reduces the risk of colon and 
breast cancer.

Arthritis – maintains the joints and cartilages flexible 
while nourishing the tissues.

Dementia and cognitive impairment – are prevented or 
significantly delayed.

The benefits 
of exercise

Psychological benefits – It has been proven that exercise 
benefits both mental and emotional health while offering 
increased well-being:

It reduces stress, anxiety and depression - as well as their 
effects such as irritability and bad mood – by releasing 
accumulated tension.

It sharpens your mind by increasing the flow of oxygen 
to the brain, improving its state of alertness and ability to 
learn, focus and memorize.

It produces a feeling of wellbeing by releasing 
endorphins that produce feelings of pleasure.

It is fun, distracting you from your worries, offering 
entertainment and a healthy lifestyle.

If you do not exercise
Your heart, muscles, bones and joints are weakened, 

cells age, reflexes are slowed and your libido is reduced.  
If you cannot exercise or participate in a sport, at least try 
to increase your daily activities.

Outside: Use your car or bus less often; use stairs instead 
of elevators; walk around your neighborhood; take your 
dog out more often or for longer walks.

Inside: Spend less time in front of your computer or TV; 
do stretching exercises or use little barbells to strengthen 
your muscles; go up and down your stairs for 30 minutes.

General recommendations 
If you have health problems or if you are pregnant, 

always consult your doctor before starting on an exercise 
plan.

Exercise at least 30 minutes three to 5 times a 
week, preferably at the same time of day.

Always start with warm-up exercises to 
prevent injuries. Start exercising slowly, then 
increase the pace and length as time goes by use 
good shoes and comfortable clothes.

Drink a sports drink before, during and after 
exercising

Exercise benefits your health, your figure and 
your mental and emotional state. Choose an 

activity that will not represent a sacrifice for you, but rather 
something you will enjoy, that will fit into your lifestyle.

Come visit us at Ali’s Health & Rejuvenation Spa so that 
we may show you what our treatments can do to help you 
feel and be as beautiful as you should be!

All services at Ali’s Health & Rejuvenation Spa are 
offered by professionals familiar with the techniques, the 
products and their applications, whether you’re interested 
in a facial, massage, manicure, pedicure, hair removal, or 
any of the many services available... Consultations are 
free. For more information, or to make an appointment 
with our expert in skin treatments, Dr. Mario Peña Esparza 
(not a dermatologist), nutritionist Vanessa Altamirano, or 
with renowned plastic surgeon Dr. Nestor Baldizon, please 
give us a call.

Ali Hernandez is one of the few certified cosmetologists in 
Puerto Vallarta. Her clinic is conveniently located on 5 de 
Febrero, No. 319, right near Rizo’s. Appointments can be made at 
224-9633 or 044 322 292-8582.
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GIL GEVINSby

It was that time of year again. 
The holidays were fast approaching 
and if I was going to be fired from 
my job, now was the time. The 
problem with getting fired was, of 
course, my boss. Most people never 
saw her dark side, but Lucy could 
be relentlessly forgiving. 

Slaving away year after year 
behind the desk of my wife’s shop, 
Lucy’s Cucu Cabaña (perennial 
winner of the prestigious “Best 
Mexican Folk Art Shop on Basilio 
Badillo” award) had not been good 
for my health - particularly from a 
“waste management” standpoint. 
My senile physician, Dr. Seymour 
Mendoza, had put it like this: 
“Another year of sitting in that 
shop, and you will be… um…”

As I was leaving Dr. Mendoza’s 
office, the energy-saving bulb in 
my brain lit up for a brief instant 
(at my age that’s about the best I 
can hope for) and, suddenly, I knew 
how I was going to get fired.

The following morning found 
me happily seated behind the 
desk of my wife’s shop. Taking 
up most of the front window was 
a large sign I had made. At the top 
it said: “47% OFF!”; and beneath 
that, in tiny letters: “for single 
women, minorities, retirees, food-
stamp recipients, gays, lesbians 
and everyone else who doesn’t pay 
taxes.”

My first client, a big heavy 
cowboy type, walked in the door 
looking more excited than Ted 
Nugent at a gun convention. 
He made a beeline for our most 
expensive hand-woven wool rug, 

FORTY-SEVEN 
PER CENT

picked it up and clutched it to his 
breast like a newborn child.

“Forty-seven per cent off!” he 
chortled.

“That depends,” I said.
“What do you mean? You’ve got 

that giant sign in your window!”
“Yes, there is a sign,” I admitted. 

“Did you read the fine print?”
“No, I just saw the…”
“Well, to get the discount you 

have to qualify, and you don’t look 
very qualified to me.”

“Qualified? What are you talking 
about?”

“Your name?”
“Fred.”
“Age?”
“Fifty-five.”
“All right,” I said, pulling out the 

results from my last stool sample, 
“let’s just go through the list. 
First, Fred, I guess we can safely 
assume that you are not a single 
woman. And unless you’ve been 
soaking yourself in Clorox for the 
past month, I’d say you’re not a 
minority, either. So, that leaves 
us… are you gay, Fred?”

“No, I am not gay! And what 
does this…”

“Are you on food stamps?”
“No, I most certainly am not!”
“It’s not looking good, Fred. You 

only have one way left to qualify. 
Do you NOT pay taxes?”

“What? That’s none of your 
business!”

“Who put that sign in the 
window?” a young woman 
demanded. She’d entered the shop 
unnoticed, and was madder than a 
wet Republican.

“I did,” I confessed.
“I find it highly offensive. And 

I know the owner personally,” she 
said with menace.

“How well do you know her?”
“We’re very close,” she said.
“What about my discount?” 

the middle-aged heterosexual 
unqualified white man asked.

Ignoring Fred, I said, “Miss, are 
you a lesbian? I’ve heard rumors 
about that Lucy person.”

“No, I am not a lesbian! But I 
am a single woman, and I find that 
sign…”

“You’re a single woman?” I 
cried. “Then you qualify for the big 
discount!” Grabbing the rug out of 
Fred’s hands, I added, “Would you 
like to buy this beautiful rug? For 
you, it’s forty-seven per cent off.”

“That’s my rug!” Fred shouted.
“No, Fred, it’s the store’s rug… 

unless you want to buy it… for the 
full price. You, on the other hand, 
Ms., uh…”

“My name is Jane, and you’re 
going to lose a lot of customers if 
you leave that sign in the window.” 

“Ms. Jane, I may have some 
wonderful news for you. If you 
want this rug and…”

“That’s my rug!” Fred 
hyperventilated.

“If you want this rug and you can 
prove that you don’t pay taxes and 
are currently on food stamps, I can 
throw in, at no extra charge…”

“This is illegal!” Fred yelled. 
“You’re practicing discrimination.”

“Fred,” I said patiently, “I’m 
afraid many of your laws do not 
apply here. For example, the right 
to discriminate against straight 
overweight white men happens to 
be protected under Article Thirty-
Three of the Mexican constitution.”

“But you’re a white man, too.”
“Yes, but I’m under the weight 

limit. As for you, Ms. Jane, if you 
want the discounted rug, you’re 
going to have to show me proof of 
virginity.”

At this point both my clients 
began to yell at the same time, so 

I couldn’t understand what they 
were saying when my wife walked 
in. Lucy had torn the sign off the 
window and crumpled it up into an 
irregular sphere.

“EXCUSE ME!” I screamed. 
“This is Lucy, the owner of the 
shop. If you’d like to lodge a formal 
complaint, now’s your chance.”

Jane turned to Lucy and said, “I 
don’t know if you remember me, 
but I…”

“Wait a minute, Jane,” I cut in. 
“You said that you and Lucy were 
close friends.”

“I didn’t say that.”
“Fred, didn’t she say she was 

very close with my wife?”
“I don’t know. I wasn’t paying 

attention.”
“That’s your problem, Fred, you 

never pay attention.”
Jane chose this moment to beat a 

quick retreat.
Fred turned to Lucy. “I am really 

angry,” he said.
“So was Jane,” I said. 

“Everybody’s angry today. I 
wonder where the moon is. I’d 
say, Pluto, but it’s not considered 
a planet anymore. What do you 
think, Fred, is the moon in Uranus 
today?”

“Sir,” my wife said with amazing 
calm, “I’m very sorry if he 
upset you. He forgot to take his 
medication this morning and…”

“It’s not my fault!” I said. “It was 
his decision.”

“What decision?” Fred 
demanded. 

“Your decision to be straight.”
“I did not decide to be straight. I 

was born this way!”
“Sure, Fred, that’s what they all 

say.”

Gil Gevins is the author of four 
hilarious books. Signed copies 
are available at LUCY’S CUCU 
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio 
Badillo. Unsigned copies are 
available through Amazon, in 
digital or paperback. 
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HARRIET MURRAYby

1. Depressed economies in 
Europe and North America are creating 
concerns globally. Remittances 
(money wired home) are down as a 
result of limited opportunities in host 
countries. In one study, the growth of 
remittances has declined in the Middle 
East and Europe by 15 percent. North 
America has experienced a 40% in 
decline in remittances from abroad. 
Only Asia continues to remain healthy 
with remittances at 12%. 

An interesting side-effect of 
remittances is the preference for high-
rise condos in countries receiving 
remittances. This is because expats are 
buying them in their host countries. 
People are currently purchasing 
affordable condos in Metro Manila 
because of the proximity and the 
orientation of family members aboard 
who have experienced living in high-
rise apartments in their host countries.

2. Population / demographic 
movements are an interesting trend 
which can affect the housing market. 
The aging of the population, the 

Global factors affecting demand for real estate
What factors can influence buyers’ demand for housing in the future? 

What obstacles will affect their real estate purchases?

birthrate, the change in racial mix; 
all contribute to demographics.  
Japan in the 1990s, with various 
measures including incentives 
for delaying births, has found 
that program has contributed to a 
slump in housing demand.

3. Major policy shifts on 
land, due to calamities, occurs 
when government uses its 
regulatory and police powers to 
isolate areas prone to earthquakes 
and flash floods. New York and 
Louisiana could experience a 
change in where land can be sold and 
homes built near vulnerable flooding 
areas.

4. Affordability, prevailing 
market conditions and interest rates.  
A decline in rates encourages more 
people to purchase real estate. Interest 
rates of a mortgage affect the price 
which the buyer can afford to pay. He 
can buy a more expensive house when 
rates are slower. 

5.  A “bloom or gloom” general 
economy. Confidence from local 

and foreign investors results in more 
investments and more demand for 
real estate to conduct business. A 
stable economy translates to stable 
employment.

6. Fluctuations in government 
policy. Inconsistencies in government 
policy and poor implementation can 
also cause a decline in confidence in 
the real estate sector. Zoning changes 
affect real estate demand, as well.

7.  Function/purpose of buying. 
The buyer’s purpose in buying, either 
for his own use or for business, affects 
the pattern of real estate purchases and 
product.

8. Climate and topography can 
be negative or positive to values.

9. Social trends and lifestyle 
have little known, but strong effects 
to real estate supply and demand. A 
preference for late marriages can alter 
the pattern of demand for houses, and 
other real estate.  Later marriages can 
enable a couple to pay more and skip a 
“starter” home. 

The pattern of expats returning to 
their original homes after a certain 
age, in order to be closer to family 

and health care, can affect supply 
and demand of real estate including 
residential, recreational, and medical. 

Some investors’ believe that no 
segment of the real estate market is 
more closely tied to social influences 
and demographic trends than the retail 
market. Parts of the United States 
which are experiencing significant 
unemployment, de-leveraging of 
household debt, a drop in home prices 
and increased foreclosures, have 
found these conditions have created a 
lower level of consumer confidence.  
This trend does not bode well for 
retailers. In contrast, Asia has high 
consumer confidence; hence retailers 

can be profitable and make plans 
for further growth.

There is an interesting report 
which values homes within half 
a mile of a Wal-Mart store an 
average of 2 to 3 percent higher.  
Values of homes a half mile to 1 
mile from a store, average 1 to 2 
percent higher values.

To some, the much-talked-
about negatives of a Wal-Mart, 
including the traffic and the noise, 
can be offset by the positives of 

convenient shopping and lower prices. 
Housing values can reflect the positive 
and the negative of what a Wal-Mart 
can bring to a community.

This article is based upon legal opinions, 
current practices and my research and 
personal experiences.  I recommend that 
each potential buyer or seller of real estate 
conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray can be contacted at 
harriet@casasandvillas.com
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It’s called VoIP, which stands 
for Voice over Internet Protocol. To 
understand how VoIP works, you’ll 
need to understand the basic concept 
behind regular (analog) phone calls as 
well, since this laid the groundwork 
for VoIP today. 

Regular land-line phone calls are 
actually made via fiber optic networks 
by digitizing your voice to send the 
signal across thousands of miles, 
countless circuit switches and once it 
gets to the final destination, the signal 
is once again converted to analog. 

Internet phone calls…

During these calls, the line remains 
open even while no conversation is 
taking place; the circuit is also open 
in both directions even when only 
one party is talking and the other is 
listening. This isn’t terribly efficient 
and adds to being more expensive by 
way of resources needed for the call.

VoIP works on a different basis - 
it uses data packet switching which 
sends and receives information only 
when you need it, instead of in a 
constant stream. It also sends the data 
packets along the internet by whatever 
open channels are available rather 
than a dedicated line, which is much 
more efficient. 

This can happen from computer 
to computer, computer to regular 
telephone, or from a phone through 
VOIP to a regular phone. The data 
packets are simply reassembled at the 
destination. This is why VoIP is so 
inexpensive; it uses the network of the 
Internet that is already in place.

Thousands of people around the 
world are subscribing to a VoIP 
service each month, and having their 
regular telephone line disconnected.  

In Vallarta, it’s more of an addition to 
our regular phone service, to eliminate 
the hefty long-distance charges that 
still exist here. Internet phone service 
is a HUGE deal for us in Vallarta, 
as it provides us with a super cheap 
alternative to traditional long distance 
service, and gives us something very 
important here: CHOICES! 

For the first time, the 65-year old 
monopoly that is Telmex is not in 
control over us keeping in touch 
with friends and family back home. 
Not long ago, a $100-peso Telmex 
phone card yielded 10 minutes of 
calls to the US or Canada - $1 US 
per minute! Now with VoIP you can 
have up to unlimited monthly calls for 
$24.99US (or what used to yield only 
25 minutes).

VoIP operates in different forms. 
For instance, you can use VoIP 
for free when you use an Instant 
Messaging program with voice on 
your computer, available from Yahoo, 
AIM, MSN Live, Google Talk, or the 
most popular: Skype. The benefits of 
these programs are that they are free 
to download off the Internet. 

By using your microphone and 
speakers/earphones, or a USB internet 
phone, you can talk over the Internet 
with anyone, as long as your friends or 
family members have a computer and 
use the same program. You’ll be able 
to talk with them as long as you like 
no matter where they are in the world 
- for FREE!

Skype has become the standard for 
VOIP phone calls over the past few 
years.  It was originally developed by 
Estonian developers in 2003. In 2005, 
EBay bought Skype for $3.1 Billion 

US and more recently, Microsoft 
bought Skype for $8.5 Billion US in 
2011. Many were worried Microsoft 
would tinker too much with Skype 
and ruin it. But so far so good.

As of earlier this year, Skype had 
31 million users of which 8 million 
were paying users to call land lines 
and/or receive calls from landlines. 
Full integration of Skype with 
Live Messenger is starting and will 
eventually be complete - good or bad. 

Another method of VoIP technology 
is to use a VoIP service provider such 
as Magic Jack Plus or Vonage among 
many. By connecting their VoIP phone 
adapter directly to your modem and a 
standard phone, you will be able to use 
your VoIP service and your telephone 
like normal.  

During a telephone call, your 
conversation goes through the VoIP 
adapter and is routed over the internet 
to its final destination. With this type 
of VoIP, you can call any regular 
phone anywhere in the world. The 
person you are calling does not have 
to be using an internet phone.

As wonderful as all this is, there are 
some disadvantages to VoIP. Unlike 
land line phones, power is required 
in order to use internet phone service. 
Without power, your cable / DSL 
modem won’t work, and your VoIP 
adapter won’t work – you will have no 
phone service. 

Also a “live” internet connection is 
required in order to use VoIP, because 
calls are transmitted over the internet. 
This can present a problem when your 
internet service is down or your speed 
may not be up to snuff. Ever noticed 
an odd echo or broken call? That’s 
probably due to your internet speed 
not being at the level it should be. 

Overall, as a cost saving long 
distance option, you can’t beat VOIP. 
I even have Skype on my iPhone - and 
my mother is happy to receive weekly 
calls again!

Ron can be found at CANMEX 
Computers. Sales, Repairs, Networking, 

Wi-Fi, Hardware upgrades, Graphic 
Design, Data Recovery, This doctor 

makes housecalls!  www.RonnieBravo.
com,  Cellular 044-322-157-0688 or 

just email to CanMex@Gmail.com
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SUDOKU!
Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each 
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a 
box). Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various 
digits given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must 
contain only one instance of each numeral.

Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they 

might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off 
mental decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Solution to Sudoku on Page 28

Solution to Crossword on Page 28

The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle
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